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INTRODUCTION

One of the most difficult hurdles for the fire

control expert to surmount has been to convince the

layman that the cheapest system of fire control de

mands an adequate expenditure before the fire starts.

It is futile to cry havoc only when a fire is well nigh

beyond human control. And, unfortunately a thousand

small fires do not excite the response that a single

holocaust brings forth.

The utilization of timberlands is vitally im

portant to the economic stability of many of our

States. Down through the past thirty years there

has been a transition of timber from virgin to

second-growth stands, which in the old days was con

sidered as an inexhaustible crop but today is thought

of as an essential crop best adapted to much of our

land. Fire must be controlled to protect this crop.

In recent years a growing conviction among

leading fire-control men that a change must be made

in methods of preventing small fires from becoming

large and the control of large fires must be made,

has led to the organization of specialized suppression

crews throughout the United States. The size, type

and kind of suppression crews have varied because of

differing ideas and fire conditions in each locality
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where the crews were organized. By "fire conditions"

is meant such things as forest types, climatic fac

tors, and topography that are common in a given loc

ality.

The purpose of this thesis is to make a com

parison of the different types of specialized sup

pression crews, with the object in mind of being able

to draw a conclusion as to which type is the best all

around crew as well as being able to suggest remedies

for the weak points of some of the better crews.

There are many different Organizations or Bureaus

that have organized suppression crews but in this par

ticular report only the crews of three different

organizations will be discussed and compared. The

United States Forest Service, State Forestry Commission

and the National Youth Administration which has spon

sored a suppression crew at Oregon State College,

Corvallis, Oregon are the three organizations backing

the suppression crews discusred in this paper.

A second reason in making a comparison of these

Specialized Suppression Crews is because of a personal

interest. It v/as thought that it would be interesting

to make a comparison of crews to see if there was any

correlation between wage scale and efficiency, etc.

Another object of this comparison is to provide the

School Library with a source of information on the
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different crews in the United States today.

Before going any further, there may be some

one reading this thesis in whose mind there is some

doubt as to just what a specialized suppression crew

is. A specialized suppression crew is one that is

prepared at all times to combat fire in a given local

ity within a very short neriod of time. A crew such

as this may vary from tw i or three men up to forty or

fifty. They are generally physically fit men who are

trained in the use of special tools and methods of

fire fighting so that they are capable of independent

action on a fire. A crew such as this generally has

its own transportation as well as subsistence wo that v^

there is no delay or lost time in getting to a fire.

The organization of a crew depends on the size, but

there is always one essential and that is a leader or

foreman. If the crew is of any size at all, it will

probably be necessary to designate one, two, or three

men as strawbosses.

Another question that may arise in the readers

mind is just why we do need organized suppression crev/s.

It is an undisputed fact that the forests within our

States represent one of the Commonwealth's greatest

natural resources. It is also generally recognized

that forest fires are the greatest enemy of this re

source, which is subject to recurring periods of high
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forest fire hazard during some part of each year.

In early years fire suppression was inadequate.

Fires occurring in wilderness areas were allowed to

burn at rnadom, because they generally occurred in

areas where the timber v/as of little value, ^eople

did not even consider the value of a forest as water

shed protection and game refuge. The public burned

over areas in order to increase the growth of grass,

but they did not realize that repeated burning would

eventually put the soil in such poor condition that

nothing would grow upon it. Since the public thought

some of the fires benefited them, they did no or-

ganize sufficiently; hence, v/hen damaging fires

occurred they were not prepared to take care of them.

Experience, past and present, clearly indicates

that organized effort is necessary to secure any real

control of forest fires v/hich will safeguard the in

terest of private owners and the public. In order to

formulate and carry out a definite and well-outlined

policy of forest fire protection and control, and in

order to maintain the necessary machinery for impar

tial and yet vigorous law inforcement, it is essential

that v/e have some body assuming the leadership and

responsibility for the conduct of the work. In the

past this leadership was lacking, but at present it is

more pronounced than ever before. In various parts of

b^
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the country the organizing of specialized suppression

crews has been a part of their work.

Fire control success is measured only by the

minimizing of the size of the average fire.

The cost of fire control varies in direct pro

portion to the perimeter of the fire.

Beyond any argument, the organized crew has

proved its worth in wild land just as it has in the

city fire department. The crew has these advantages

over pick-up or voluntary labor: (1) it is ready to .

go at all times, thus ansv/ering the first rule of fire

control—keep the fire small; (2) a quick job means

back to the barracks sooner; (there is no more pay in

a longer job); (3) a thorough job means no extra v/ork

on the fire that "walked away" as well as the glory

of a job well done, (4) Experience on many fires

means efficiency and personal saftey, (5) Presuppres-

sion labor in fire prevention is good for the men and

good for the organization.

METHOD OF COMPARISON

During the months of October and November 1941,

approximately fifty form letters were sent to State

Foresters and Regional Offices of the United States

Forest Service. In these form letters any and all in

formation on specialized suppression crews was asked for.

/
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The comparison made is based almost entirely upon the

results or rather the answers received from these

form letters. There is, however, one exception and

that is the information obtained on the N.Y.A. fire

suppression crew. In order to get the information on

this crew, the leader, Mr. George H. Schroeder, was

personally contacted.

The information obtained is rather limited in

scope, consequently the actual comparison is made be

tween individual crews rather than comparing them all

together. In some cases it was possible to compare

all the crews on the same item. An example of this

is wage scale.

In order for one to understand the comparisons,

there is a summary of the organization and description

of each of the crev/s in the following paragraphs.

ORGANIZED CREWS IN THE UNITED STATES TODAY

FORTY-MAN CREW

The Forty-man Crew was the result of a growing

conviction among leading fire-control men that a change

must be made in methods of control of large fires. Det

ection systems, communication and transportation had

been under-going fast improvement, but control of fires *-"'

too large to be handled by trained guard personnel v/ere
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left to unreliable "pick-up" labor, untrained and

hastily organized.

A Junior Forester with some eight years of fire

fighting experience was chosen as the leader. Next,

forty of the best men the forests of Region 6 had to

offer v/ere banded together to make up the crev/. These

men had to be between the age of 21 and 40, have

excellent health, and be experienced woodsman in order

to be hired. The crew leader v/as paid a salary of

$2400 annually while the crew itself were paid $110

to $125 per month. In 1938 the expenditures of the crew

were as follows:

Leader - Salary & Equipment #2400.00
Operating Expense (Crew Wages) 23786.00
Subsistence 5040.00
Cook and Flunkey 640.00
Transportation Cost 800.00
Miscellaneous Equipment & Supplies 827.00
Camp Maintenance & Preparation 1200.00

Total #34,693.00

This crew was stationed at Redwood Ranger Sta

tion on the Siskiyou National Forest. Three 1939 1§-

ton Chevrolet trucks v/ere used for transportation.

Whenever the crev/ was not fighting fire, they spent

forty-four hours a week building road, bridges, etc.

The Forty-man crew were so organized that they

could be on their way to a fire within eight minutes

after being called. On a fire each man had his own

*s
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pack made up of the following articles:

1 Packboard, Trapper Nelson 5§ lbs.
1 Headlight w/3 extra batteries
1 Canteen (quart) water
1 Sleeping bag, light weight
2 Lunches

1 Rations 2§ days Iron 1
Cook and mess outfit 2,\
Personal effects 3

Tool, Fire 5
35 lbs.

The tools used and taken to fires are as

follows:

4 Cruisers Axes

6 Swamping Axes
10 Pulaskis

10 Hazel Hoes or Kortick Tools

2 Baby Shovels
4 Saws, Falling
2 Oil Cans
4 Wooden Wedges

On the fire line the crev/ used the progressive

method in building line. The organization on the fire

line is shown by the diagram below.

Leader

1 Water boy
2 Saw Crews

I Line ' 8 ' 175 ' 10" • 4"
Scout ' Locator f Axes ' Pulaskis » Hoes ' Shovels

Forty-man Crew Organization On The Fire Line.
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It is felt that the Forty-man Crew experiment

was successful in achieving the purpose for v/hich it

was conceived. The careful selection and methodical

training of personnel and the choice of lightweight

equipment including concentrated rations, feather

weight beds, and up-to-date fire tools, combined to

make a sturdy fire-fighting unit of great mobility,

which was able to sustain itself in inaccessible

country for periods of seventy-two hours or more and

if

take effective independant action on the most remote

sectors of a fire. The merits of this form of organ

ization are obviously shown in the records of line

construction contained here in. The record of line

construction was made on six fires that the crew

worked on during the summer of 1939.

The Region Six Standard, heading of the second

column, is the ner man hour of held line construction

for each of the fires. That is, the total amount of

held line constructed was divided by the total number

of men employed. The third column is headed, Region

Six Average Production Chain Per Man Hour. This

column isn't so good to use as a comparison because all

fires occurring in Region Six regardless of size were

used as a base and it is held line rather than just

line constructed.

l^
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LINE CONSTRUCTION

Forty-man Crew

Name of Cheiins /Man hr. R. 6 Stand. r R. 6 Ave.
Fire < 40 man crew 'Pro. Chain 1 Pro. Ch-

' production / man hour 'yman hr.
Horseshoe Bend ' 1.66 1 .53 .07
Wheeler Creek ' 1.33 ' .45 .07
Saddle Mountain' 1.08 <1 .62 .07
Willard 1.39 ' .56 ' .07
Eagle Creek .72 ' .42 < .07
Big Cow Creek 1.39 1 .73 ' .07

Average 1 1.04 '' .51 ' .07

The enormous amount of line construction seems

quite out of the ordinary. The above columns include

figures for line construction alone. If comparable

figures were added for line constructed and held, the

average chains per man hour would be approximately

0,28 chains.

The suppression work of this crev/ v/as limited

to v/ork on National Forest Land.

MCDONALD FOREST FIRE SUPPRESSION CREV/

This suppression crew was the result of work

done by Mr. George H. Schroeder. Many students were

unable to obtain employment during the summer months.

Since experience in fire fighting is generally an

essential to Foresters, Mr. Schroeder obtained finan

cial backing from various agencies and established a
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hundred man camp on the McDonald Forest, Corvallis,

Oregon.

While stationed in camp these men were paid one

dollar per day plus subsistence, on fires the men

worked in twenty-six man crev/s. They v/ere paid the

regular wage of an organized crev/. On fires the pro

gressive method was used in line construction. During

this first year for the crew, as a general rule, the

men in it did not make up a very efficient organiza

tion because nearly everyone wishing employment v/as

hired.

The advantages and disadvantages of the crew

are as follows;

Advantages

1. Training of men for future forest fire over
head.

2. Furnishing the state of Oregon with an effi
cient fire organization for call in handling
emergency fire situations.

3. Furthering the forestry education of the par
ticipants.

4. Providing for students a means of earning
money for school attendance. •*

Disadvantages or Weak Points

1. Lack of trained overhead caused by placement of
better men with better paying organizations.

2. Lack of small emergency funds.
3. Lack of another salaried man for camp boss

position.

4. Lack of compact light packs containing bedding,
cooking equipment and food to allow camping
near the fire line.

5. Lack of inducement enough to attract a higher
type of individual.

6. Mess — poor because of improper arrangements
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which v/ere in turn caused by lack of financial
backing. v

7, Excessive cost of transoportation — lack of a
combination transportation unit.

8, Need of more complete lesson plans,
9, Need for licensed radio operators

10, Need of floors in tents.

During the period from June 1, 1940 until Oct.

1, 1940, 113 men took part in this organization.

The largest number of men to be enrolled at one time

was 87.

The organization earned a total of #14,285.13

excluding the salary of the N.Y.A. timekeeper. Of

this sum $11,031.47 represents money earned fighting

fire and #3,253.66 represents money earned on the

N.Y.A. project. The average enrollee spent 52.71

days in the crev/ and earned #103.13 above expenses

fighting forest fires and $33.89 including subsistence.

This amounts to almost sixty dollars a month earned

above expenses by each enrollee.

Since this organization was more or less an

experiment, no money v/as appropriated or snent for

tools; however, money v/as used to recondition the eo-

uipment that was loaned to the organization by the U.

S.F.S. and the State.

Mr. Schroeder v/as leader of this crew and is

planning on organizing an even bigger and better crew

for next year. From past experience he will be able

to organize an even better crew for 1941.

L^
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STATE ORGANIZED SUPPRESSION CREWS

WEST VIRGINIA

The state of T"est Virginia is a very highly

industrialized state. In many sections where the

actual acreage of forest land will reach 90% one will

find the heaviest population. The State as a whole

is 65$ forest land. Due to the ^act that the State is

highly industrialized, the 'ire suppression organ

izations are based on the fame. The system of fire

suppression in West Virginia is based on fire season

employment, both spring and fall, of a number of

rangers who with the aid of registered and nick-up

crews are the first line defense. The rangers are em

ployed by the day, during both dry and wet weather,

and from the first day of fire season until it is de

clared officially closed they are on duty. The rate

of pay for the ranger is #3.00 per day, 7 days per

week. The Rangers are subject to 24 hour duty.

The organization of a fire fighting crew will

vary from time to time, depending on the man power in

the crew on a particular fire; however, the standard

crew consists of a ranger and 10 men. The organiza- )

tion of this 10 man crev/ is in general, 6 rakes, 2

brush hoiks, and 2 axes, (all council fire tools)„

Other tools such as portable hand pumps, mattocks,

?

W
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and sav/s are taken to the scene of the fire and when

needed the crev/ is split so as to handle these tools.

List Of Materials For 10 Man Fire Tool Box

2 Brush Hooks

6 Council or Fire Rakes

1 Mattock

2 Doublebit Axes

1 Canvas Bucket

1 Galvanized Iron Pump or Canvas Pump
1 Cross Cut Saw — 5 Feet

10 Carbide Lamps
10 Caps, assorted Sizes
10 Carbide Flasks

1 small first Aid Kit
1 3 Cell Flashlight

In general, the parallel method of control is

used. This method is to construct continuous fire

lines within a short distance of the fire and then

burn out the intervening strip. Once the fire is cor

ralled the crev/ then organizes toward an effective ^

mop-up. Then with the use of water, when available,

mattocks, and axes the fire is made safe from any

break-overs. All fires are attacked at their fastest

moving point or points. When sufficient man power is

available the crev/ is split and half going in opposite

directions around,the fire.

The efficiency of this type of fire fighting

crew rests mainly with the mobility of the crev/ and the

speed of the initial attack. urevs of this type can

be organized hurriedly and statistics show that in the

spring fire season of 1940 this crew or similar types

^T^yM^VV^Ha,
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travelled by truck an average distance of 24 miles, by

foot a distance of one mile, arriving at the fire in

the average time of 46 minutes for a total of 53 fires.

The efficiency of this type of crev has proven superior

to other types such as CCC and Warden Crews in the

State, particularly on fires that do not exceed 40

acres burner area.

The fire fighting tools preferred are digging

and cutting tools. This preference is due to the fact

that man-power can be secured for these tools. Power

pumping units in this organization would be too ex

pensive and would require a very highly trained crev/

to operate.

The fire fighting crews, outside of the Rangers

are only paid for the actual time they spend fighting

fire. The wage scale for fire fighting in West Vir

ginia is very low. In this particular section, Elkin,

which isn't as highly industrialized as other sections,

the rate of pay is 15$f per hour and 20(2? per hour for

foreman. This wage scale is very low but yet has

proven very t atisfactory because higher wage scales in

the past have resulted in fires being set to secure

employment.

CALIFORNIA

In the State of California it may be said that
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there are two essential types of fire suppression

crews, namely, the regular crev/ and the tank truck

crew. The former is comprised of one foreman, one

cook, one truck driver if a tank truck is assigned to

the crev/, and from four to eight crew men, depending

on the fire hazard of the area protected by that

crew. Tank truck crews consist of one truck driver

and either one or two crew men. These latter crev/s

are located in the valley areas where practically all

fires can be reached by the tank truck.

During the fire season of 1940 the State had

176 regularly organized crews and 31 tank truck crev/s.

Next year the Forestry Commission hopes to add an

additional 15 regular crews and to increase slightly

the man-power of present existing crews.

The actual location of these crev/s is deter

mined by a number of factors which may be divided in-

to two main groups: inflammable wealth and fire be

haviour and history. Inflammable wealth includes

timber values, and watershed cover as well as grazing

values and local concentrated values such as public

utilities, pole lines, reservoirs, etc. 'Fire behavior

and history is the result of research into past fires

coupled together with a consideration of local topo

graphic and climatic conditions.

Fire fighting methods in California is a subject
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worthy of a thesis in itself; however, in the follow

ing paragraphs is a brief outline of the methods of

attack.

There are, of course, two main methods of

attack — the direct and the indirect. The direct

attack may be used on ground fires which permit the

crew to attack the blaze directly without undue risk.

It has been found that small tank trucks eouipned

with pumps are very valuable on such fires when the

topography and cover is such that a truck may be dri

ven to the fire. Water is pumped under pressure on

the flames, thus knocking them down and allowing the

crew to work directly on the fire line in mopping up.

The trucks are also useful in extinguishing blazing

snags near the edge of the fire line.

Very often the fire is in an area where it is

impossible to reach it with trucks. In those cases

fire lines are built either by hand or by means of a

bulldozer.

The indirect method of attack is used when the

fire has crowned and is advancing at such a rate that

it would be too hazardous to attack it directly. In

these cases backfires are started from some near by

natural fire break or a constructed line. Here again

the use of tank trucks is very helpful in the control

of the backfires.
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It has been found that the use of organized

crews together with tanv trucks allow the most effi

cient control of fire. A few years ago California

did not have the organization that exists today and

had to rely on volunteer and hourly paid help for the

control of fires. This was unsuccessful mainly due

to the fact that the first attack on the fire was

necessarily delayed while the men v/ere being called,

and very often a fire would be of appreciable size

before any action v/as taken. At present, the crev/s

are on duty during the twenty-four hours of the day

and the get-away time after a fire call is received

is almost negligible. Travel time to the scene of

the fire has also been reduced by the Placing of crews

in areas of high fire intensity and occurrence.

The tools most commonly used are the shovel,

axe, brush hook, California fire tool (Barron tool),

McLeod tool, wire broom, and. various types of hoes

and rakes. The Kortick tool is very similar to the

McLeod and these two are preferred in the north

coastal area where it usually is necessary to trench

around the fire line, other districts prefer the

California fire tool v/he^e the ground cover is not

too heavy. This tool is especially adapted for use in

control of grass fires. The brush hook is very use

ful in the hands of a man who knows how to wield it,
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but it cannot be used as effectively by an inexper

ienced man as can other types of tools.

As stated before, the crews are on call twenty-

four hours a day and it is necessary that they remain

in an area where the^r may be reached by telephone

without undue delay. luring periods of adverse wea

ther conditions they are held in camp and their

activities are limited to typical camn tasks. However,

v/hen fire conditions permit, the crev/s may be used in

maintenance work on roads, telephone lines, buildings,

etc.

The salaries of fire crews are paid on two brses.

":ost of the camps have a cook assigned to them and

subsistence is furnished to the men. The rates of pay

in these camps are as follows: Fire suppression crev

foreman - $65 / month, assistant state fire-truck

driver - '65 / month, fire suppression crew cook "45 /

month, fire suppression crewman - '35 / month. In

a few damps subsistence is not furnished and the above

rates are increased $15,00 per month in those in

stances.

These rates are paid regardless of whether the

men are actually engaged in fire suppression work or

not. Occassional^ it is necessary to hire outside

help which is paid at the rate of 25^ ner hour.

Crev/s are standardized at four, nine, and
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thirteen men for periods of six months in all districts

except seven ra mths in the San Joaquin district and

eight months in the south. Four men consist of fore

man, and three suppression crew-men. Nine men consist

of foreman, truck-driver, cook, and six suppression

crew-men. Thirteen men means an addition of four crew

men to the above.

SOUTH CAROLINA

In South Carolina there are three types of fire

crews used by the State Forest Service which are as

follows: The Retainer Fee Crew, Flexible Crev/, and

the Volunteer Crew. The Retainer Fee Crew constitutes

the basis upon which the protection organization oner-

ates. These crews are composed of responsible local

citizens located at strategic points in the counties

under organized protection, ^ach Retainer Fee Crew is

composed of three members who are not paid for fight

ing fires but rather they are paid on a retainer fee

basis of $15.00 a year for the crev/ leader and $10.00

a year for the two crew members. This retainer fee

is paid to them regardless of whether they fight fire

during the year or not but in case fires do occur in

their designated areas, they immediately go to them

and carry out suppression work. These crev/s are con

tacted regularly and they are urged to talk fire pre-
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vention in their individual communities. The main

feature in this type of crev/ is the manner in which

they are paid. This system discourages the setting of

fires on the part of individuals to get employment or

pay for fighting fire.

The flexible crev/s are of two types, The Warden

Flexible Crew nnd Tower Flexible Crew. These crews

are employed by the half year or full year during em

ergency periods only. The Warden Flexible Crew con

sists of two members who rice with the local warden

and assist in fighting fire as the occasion arises.

The Tower Flexible Crew consists of a leader with an

automobile and three or five crew members, -^ach crew

is stationed at a forest fire lookout tower and is

sent to investigate smokes and to suppress fires that

occur. The crew leader of this type of crew, places

his men on the fire and then secures the assistance of

the landowners and his tenants or others in the com

munity, in fighting the fire. After sufficient help

has been secured on any one fire and it is apparent

that the fire has been brought under control, the ^lex-

ible crev then reports back to the station. The Flex

ible Crew is designed to place men on a fire cuickly

as well as to investigate all smokes sighted from the

tower. Members of the Flexible Crews v/hen not on fires,

are usually employed around the tower unit and doing

X
v.'-'3
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maintenance work of various kinds, brushing of tele

phone lines, or making sim.ple repairs on towers.

Volunteer crev/s are organized in each county

to supplement the crews mentioned in the preceding

paragraph. At the beginning of each year, the men in

the communities sign a statement to the effect that

they v/ill go to and assist in suppressing fires.

The above mentioned crews are not organized to

take care of all fires, but compose more of a skeleton

irganization vhich relies on the active cooperation of

local citizens in suppressing fires in their particu

lar section of the county.

Each fire nresents a more or less different

problem and must be fought to some extent in a differ

ent v/ay. In most cases either the direct or indirect

method of fire fighting is used. In both of these

methods, the fire is attacked at the head. In the

indirect method, if conditions are severe, fire lines

are constructed from which a line of fire is allowed

to burn into the main fire thereby lessening the

chance of a possible breakover. Practically all of

the fires are surface fires and naturally all fire

fighting organizations are directed toward suppress

ion activities for this particular type of fire.

The efficiency of these crews are rated on a

par with other organizations such as this in the south.
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In South Carolina, where most of the fires are

surface fires, it has been found that the five-gallon

knapsack pump, the council tool (rake), fire swatter

and the brush hook are the most preferred tools in

fire fighting.

Retainer Fee Crew wages has already been men- */

tioned. The Flexible Crews are paid at the prevailing

wages for unskilled labor wMbh is twenty-five cents

per hour.

OREGON

In the State of iregon, the Oregon State Board

of Forestry has two protective districts for which

they have flying sauads. These suppression crews are
v

as follows: There are three four-man crews with an

experienced warden in charge at the headouarters. Each

crev/ has a nickup with a fan belt pump and 100 gallon

tank of water. There are also two six-man crews with

one experienced warden in charge.

The progressive method, which has been discussed

before, is the method employed by the crews in con

trolling fires.

According to N.S. Rogers, State Forester, these

crews are about three times as efficient as a C.C.C.

crew and from six to eight times as efficient as a

civilian crev/.
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The equipment and tools used by these crews
if

are kortick tools, cedar axes, hazel hoes, 3^ lb.

d.b. brushing axes, saws, shovels, pulaskis, 5-

gallon pump cans and water in 100-gallon tanks when

possible to use.

The crews work on roads, trails, and telephone

lines for eight hours a day when fire v/eather is not

severe. During bad fire weather the crev/s v/ork aro

und headouarters or rest.

The men are hired for the duration of the fire

season for '50 to $70 a month and board. The warden

in charge of each of these crews receives $100 /

month plus subsistence.

CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS CREW

Within the United States many of the States

and National Forests do not have a fully organized so-

called "superman" crev/. v"here ever necessary the fire

control and suppression work has largely been denend-

ant upon the activities of the C.C.C.

The enrollees are organized into 25-man crews

with one man in charge. The crev/ organization con

sists of the foreman in charge, a leader or assistant

leader acting as the main strawboss, and an enrollee,

usually, as another strawboss. Attached to the crev/,
/

also, is a cook, one flunky, a first aid man, and
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a truck driver, with of course, one v/ater boy, leaving

a 25-man crev/ with approximately 20 effective fire

fighters in addition to the foreman.

In the west, particularly the northwest, these

C.C.C. crev/s have averaged approximately .15 chains

per man hour. They are most efficient in the use of

the progressive method of line construction.

When not on fires, the enrollees are employed

in various types of construction and improvements.

The enrollees are paid at the rate of ^30.00 per

month plus their clothing, room,and board.

U.S.F.S. PARACHUTE SMOKE-JUMPERS

Parachute jumping to forest fires in in

accessible back country v/as tried experimentally in

1939. Training continued the following spring and

since July 1940 two small "smoke-jumper" crev/s —

14 men in all — have been in service in the north

west. Special clothing protects the jumper'landings

and he carries a pocket-size short-wave radio to com

municate with the plane or fire headouarters. The

plane pilot drops fire fighting tools and "grub" on a

small burlap chute.

This type of crew is not uractical on easy

accessible areas, but in portions of Oregon and Mon

tana they are very practical. The reason for this

L^-"
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is because of high costs involved in the use of

airplanes.

On August 20, 1940, ten fires were renorted on

the Bitterroot National Forest in Montana. Smoke

jumpers were sent to two inaccessible fires which

past experience indicated would be most likely to de

velop into big ones. Ground crews went on foot from

road ends to the other eight. Suppression of the

fires handled by the smoke-jumpers cost "160 each.

The eight fires controlled by ground crews varied in

cost from 82,000 to $17,000 each.

On the Nezperce National Forest in northern

Idaho, two parachutists made the initial attack and

held a fire to a cost of &500.00. In 1934, a fire

handled by ground transportation in the same area

cost $12,000.00 to suppress. Other reports record

similar savings.

The Forest Service hopes to exnand its para

chute forces next year. rPhe best break a forest fire

fighter can have is to rer-ch a fire while it is small.

Airplane transno-t cuts hours of travel to minutes.

Each hour saved may reduce fire control costs by

thousands of dollars.

MISCELLANEOUS SUPPRESSION CRAY'S

Forest Guards and so-called Warden Crev/s make up
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the remainder of the types of suppression organ

izations within the United States. These two types

can not be included in this comparison of specialized

suppression crews because the Wardens and Forest

Guards generally serve as overhead while the crev/

itself may be mainly pick-up labor, untrained and

with little experience.

On the following page is a table showing or

rather summarizing the information in each of the

specialized fire suppression crev/s.
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Name of

Crew

No. Men

in Crev/

Crew
Leader

Salary of
Leader

Crewman

Salary

Forty-man
Crev/ 40

Junior

Forester

'400 per

year

ftllO per
month

McDonald
Forest Fire

Sunnression

Crew

87 Men

26 Man

Crev/s

Professor

of Fores

try O.S.C.
—

$1 /day
40c//hour
on Fires

West

Virginia 11 Ranger
$3.00 /

Day
15 & 20

ef/hour

California

Tank Truck

Crew

3 Exp. Man
#65.00 /
Month

§35.00/
Month

California

Crew 11 Exp. Man
$65.00 /
Month

$35.00/
Month

Flexible

Crew—S.C. 3 Warden

$40.00 /
Month

250 /
hour

Oregon 4 Warden "100.00/M |70/Mon.

Oregon 6 Warden $100.00/M $70/Mon.

0 • 0 • 0 • 25 Exp. Man — •;,;:o/Mon.

U.S.F.S.

Parachute

Smoke-

jumpers

7 — — —
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Summary Continued:

Name of

Crew

Transpor
tation

Eouipped
/w packs

Method

of Line

Const.

Subsistence

Furnished

Forty-man
Crew

3-1*
ton trucks

Yes One-lick Yes

McDonald

Forest Fire

Suppression
Crew

Trucks No One-lick Yes

West

Virginia
Truck No Parallel No

California

Tank truck

Crew

Pick-up No

Indirect

or

Direct

Yes

California

Crev/ Pick-up No

Indirect

Direct Yes

Flexible

Crew—S.C.

Private

Car No Direct

Oregon (4) Pick-up No One-lick

Oregon (6) Pick-up No One-lick

0 • \j • \j • Truck No One-lick Yes

U.S.F.S.

Parachute

Smoke-

Jumpers

Airplane No Direct
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COMPARISON OF CREV/S

Fire fighting is still largely a hand-work

job in the heavy cover and fuel conditions and rugged

topography of the Douglas Fir region. Long experience

has taught fire fighters that the most effective way

to stop the spread of a forest fire is to rob it of

fuel, and this is especially true in the heavier fuel

types of this region.

Donald N, Matthews, silviculturists employed at

the Pacific Northwest Forest Experiment Station, has

recently completed a study of the affects of the crew

size on fire fighting efficiency. The results he ar

rived at are shown in the following graph.
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The graph on the previous page indicates the

following average rates of line production in crews of

different sizes.

15 men produced 0.49 chains per man per hour
30 men produced 0.36 chains per man per hour
45 men produced 0,28 chains per man per hour
60 men produced 0.23 chains per man per hour
75 men produced 0.20 chains ner man per hour

Using the above information as one basis for a

comparison of the crews, one can see that the Forty-

man crew would not be nearly as efficient as Oregon's

four and six man crews. If all things are eoual the

different crews would rank in the following order as to

efficiency. The most efficient crev/ is listed first

and so on down to the most inefficient crev;. This

efficiency is based on the total walking time plus work

ing time.

1. South Carolina Flexible Crev/

2. Oregon (A state 4 man crev/)
3. California Tank Truck Crev/
4. South Carolina Tower Flexible Crew

5. Oregon (A state 6 man crew)
6. California Ground Crew
7. Vest Virginia 10 man crew
8. Civilian Conservation Corps Crew
9. McDonald Forest Fire Suppression Crev/

10. Forty-man Crew

Another interesting comparison is one on the

v/age scales of the various crews. The Forest Service

pays the highest wage while the rtates in the South

east nay the lowest wages. The v/age scales follow the

general trend of the wages common in the part of the
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United States where the crew is organized.

The following tabulation shov/s the ranking of

the crews as to wages received. The highest paid

crew is listed first and so on down to the lowest

paid crev/.

In those crev/s whose crewmen are paid on an

hourly basis, were changed to a monthly basis. It

v/as assumed that during fire season the men would

average five eight hour days per week in actual

suppression work.

1. Forty-man Crew f">110
2. Oregon 4 ^an crew 60
3. Oregon 6 Man Crew 60
4. South Carolina Flexible Crew 40
5. South Carolina Tower Flexible Crew 40
6. California 9 Man Crev/ 35
7. California Tank Truck Crew 35
8. West Virginia Crew 32
9. McDonald Forest Fire Suppression C. 30

10. Civilian Conservation Corps Crew 30

It is interesting to note that in the two pre

vious comparisons, the highest paid crev/ seems to be

the most inefficient. This is true as far as the

comparison goes, but since this efficiency is just

based on travel time plus work time, it does not show

the whole picture. However, there is some correlation

between wages and efficiency because the C.C.C. crew

and the McDonald Forest Fire Suppression Crew are

supposedly among the least efficient crews and they

are the lowest paid organizations.

jp



It is the opinion of some of our leading fire

control experts that the amount of held line con

structed is in direct proportion to the number of

men in the crev/. This can easily be seen because with

a large crev/, a few men left behind to backfire and

patrol constructed line would not hinder the advance

of the remainder of the crev/ while on the other

hand a crew of three, four, or five men would not be

able to construct and hold a great deal of line.

From this conclusion it is evident that the crev; hav

ing the most members would be able to construct and

hold the largest amount of line. Since this is the

case, the ranking of the crev/s would be .lust opposite

to that of the ranking in efficiency. The Forty-man

Crev/ would construct and hold the most fire line

while the South Carolina Flexible Crew would cons

truct and hold the least amount of line.

The Forty-man Crew has one distinct advantage

over all the other crev/s. This advantage is that

each man in the crew packs with him at all times a

light-weight bed, food and a tool wherever he goes.

This makes it possible for the entire crew to be en

tirely independent for periods of seventy-two hours

or more.

Another interesting point is the methods
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employed by the crews in actual suppression work. The

California and South Carolina Crev/s employ the direct

method of attack while all the rest of the crews em

ploy the progressive or one-lick method of line con

struction. The reason for the two methods is that

the timber types are different in each locality, con

sequently causing different kinds of fires. The

crev/s using the direct method of attack have mainly

ground fires to suppress, while the other crev/s may

have anything from ground fires to crown fires.

The Forty-man crew is used for suppression

v/ork only on National Forest land, v/hile the other

crev/s are used for fire suppression work wherever

they are needed.

Another interesting comparison is the cost. Al

though information is United, the average total cost

per man per month was approximately :B100 for the Mc

Donald Forest Fire Suppression Crew v/hile it v/as

around &200 for the Forty-man Crew.

The airplane crews cannot be compared with any

of the rest of the crev/s. The cost is extremely high

but in back country where they are used, the high in

itial cost is offset by keeping the fire small.
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CONCLUSIONS

Through the United States occur various types

of vegetation as well as variations in climate. In

order to determine ,just how good a crew is in any

particular area one would have to spend considerable

time in research. Since v/e have, in the majority of

cases, a different type of crew operating under dif

ferent conditions, we cannot say just which one of

the crews is best.

The Forty-man Crev/ and the McDonald Forest Fire

Suppression Crew are exceptions to the general rule

because they are both organized in the Douglas Fir

region and v/ork under practically the same condition.

It is felt that the Forty-man Crew is the all

around best crev/ as far as suppression work is con

cerned but there are some things that if remedied

would make the crew even better than it is.

The men in this crew are paid a high salary,

but they are worth the money they receive. They are

equipped with light packs containing subsistance, con

sequently this makes them of great value in back

country.

However, it is felt that two things should be

changed. The first is that the crew is designed to
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construct line while an other crev/ follows them to ^

hold the line. Since so many men are needed, it is

evident that this crev/ is used on fires of two-hun

dred acres or larger. This crew should be used to

suppress any fire when practical. The object of or

ganized suppression crev/s is to prevent fires from

becoming large, therefore, they should be used to

suppress fires of smaller acreage.

This crev/ is limited to fire suppression work

on National Forest Land. This is the second change

recommended. State and private land are harassed

by fire and in Oregon the state does not at present

have adequate funds appropriated for adequate

suppression throughout the state. Turing the summer

of 1939 the Forty-man Crew was kept on the go during

most of the time, but during the summer of 1^40

this crew was used on three fires. During this

period there were many State fires on v/hich the aid

of the Forty-man Crev/ would undoubtedly saved much

money from loss by fire. Therefore, it Is recom

mended that the Forty-man Crew be made available for

suppression work on State fires as well as ?Tational

Forest fires.

It has been stated before that the McDonald

Forest Fire Suppression Crev/ trained men as forest
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fire overhead, furnished the state with an efficient

fire fighting crew, furthered the education of the

participants and provided a means for students to earn

money. However there are some things lacking in this

crew which if added would improve it to some extent.

This crew lacked a small emergency fund as well

as a salried camp boss. Since the United States

Forest Service furnished approximately #40.00 for the

crew and yet used the crew for some of their own fire

suppression,it is only reasonable that they should

appropriate funds which could be used for these pur

poses. It might be possible for the U.S.F.S. to fur

nish one of their fire guards to act as a camp boss,

thereby giving valuable experience to the guard as

well as helping the suppression crew.

This crew is also handicapped by inadeouate

high cost transportation. It might be possible to

get the Oregon State Forestry Commission to purchase

tv/o or three trucks and rent them to the crew. Since

the State will probably derive the most good from

this crev/, they should equip them so they will be able

to get to a fire in a short time.

Lack of food and beds on the fire line short-

ened the actual working time of the crev/ last summer.

Much time v/as lost by the crew walking from camp to
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the fire and back again at night. Not only is there

time lost, but if the walking distance is very great,

the crev/ members may be so tired that their efficiency

will be lovered. It might be possible to obtain con

tributions from interested neonle and organizations

in order to obtain enough funds so that light weight

packs could be purchased for the crev. These packs

should similar to those used by the Forty-man Crew,

ie. light weight beds, iron rations, etc.

Last year in addition to the fire fighting

training given the crev/ had classes in some twenty

subjects. In order to attract a higher type of in

dividual for hire, it might be wise to obtain the

backing of Oregon State College and give a few College

Credits for work done in the training program.

Since some of the individuals hired last year

v/ere not fitted to the needs of the crew, careful

selection of enrollees should be a cornerstone of

policy in future crews. Last years crew and work

should be advertised and brought to the attention of

the public. This would probably bring in sufficient

applications for future crew organizations so that

one could be particular in the type of individual

hired.

If all of these details are worked out, one can
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be relatively sure that this crew will rank just as

high if not higher than any crew for fire suppression

in the country.

Transportation of crev/s to fires in back coun

try is no longer a worry since the airplane has pro

ved to be the answer. It is definitely concluded

that the airplane crev/ is very effective in keeping

fires small in back country, but because of the high

cost, the crev/ would not be practical to use on fires

on any area opened by roads.

Oeneral Conclusion:

Although the various types of crews vary in

the number of men, efficiency, etc., they all have a

definite place in fire suppression v/ork. All pro

tection organizations are realizing more and more

every day the advantages of crew organization and are

consequently organizing crev/s to fit their needs.

If we are to protect one of the United State's

greatest natural resources, v/e should use the most

efficient and nractical method and that is with the

use of Specialized Fire Suppression Crev/s.

T* T* *P T*


